Behavioral Risk Threat Containment (BRTC) program with an overarching intelligence gathering program. Initially designed to surface threats on social, new and traditional media, the program expanded to include Artificial Intelligence solutions in 2018.

Through the introduction and incorporation of Behavioral Risk data, we are not only in a unique position to support client needs and help reduce the frequency and severity of violent events, but also to provide critical decision support for preparedness and risk management programs. Firestorm Intelligence solutions specializes in putting behavioral data into context, which guide real time critical decision.

Data Intelligence Solutions

Often in a crisis, everything you learn in the first moments is wrong and can lead to the creation of a secondary crisis based upon misinformation.

In the case of Workplace Violence, and, while there is no definitive behavioral truth, many perpetrators of workplace violence exhibit common warning signals and behaviors of concern long before they act violently. More than 2,000,000 acts of violence are reported annually, with incidents ranging from verbal threats to use of weapons and physical violence.

Firestorm strives to identify threatening behaviors and messages before they become acts of violence through intelligence gathering. In light of the ever mounting regulatory, legal, and financial pressures, the management of intelligence must be approached in your organization with a mature plan, a mature team, and the flexibility to quickly prepare for and respond to a threat or incident based upon fact.

Moreover, through the application of Behavioral Risk intelligence Firestorm delivers new levels of clarity revealing causation, central topics, key events and other information at unprecedented speed.
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